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Introduction
One year ago, we were sharing in the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà’s satisfaction at having completed
twenty-five years of service to the country and its
citizens. Today we’re pleased to say that, with this
milestone now behind us, our commitment to
Andorran society is as firm as ever.
We are well aware that solidarity is one of the links
required to construct the chain of the country’s
future and, in 2013, we worked even harder to make
this future more solid. As well as continuing with our
different programmes in education, social action and
culture, in many cases we have widened their scope,
albeit maintaining our founding spirit: to foster
training and disseminate knowledge as the guiding
principles throughout our work.
Scholarships to the Andorra’s graduates for
postgraduate or doctorate courses abroad have once
again led the way in our educational work, firm in the
belief that, by training our young people, we are helping
to build a more advanced and competitive society. At
the same time we’ve also consolidated our collaboration
with the University of Andorra to ensure students,
professionals and business people in the country can all
access further education. Two leading initiatives in our
aim to construct an educational project that contributes
to Andorra’s future by investing in its human capital.
The well-being of society and of the citizens living
in it has also been the driving force leading the
Foundation to work in different programmes of
a social nature. Over and above our support for
initiatives promoted by various institutions and
organisations are the activities carried out by the
L’espai, the training and activity centre for senior
citizens, and the Up-to-date health programme,
designed to encourage healthy habits and customs
and provide tools to raise awareness of some disease
of great concern to society.

Promoting culture as a means of disseminating knowledge
and as part of a person’s complete development has been
another important area of our work. Our active presence
on the Board of Trustees of the Andorran National
Classical Orchestra Foundation and of the Andorran
National Stage Foundation, as well as our support for
various organisations such as the Ordino Festivals
Association and the Arch-Priesthood of Andorra for
the International Organ Cycle, have all helped the
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà to further its pedagogical
work with proposals that are both successful and
innovative, such as the ONCA Bàsic and Musical tales.
The continual interest shown in the activities
programmed inspires us to remain firm in our
commitment to Andorra. An open commitment,
constantly adapting to the changes in society but
always with the aim of serving people, attending
to their specific needs in order to advance towards
a future of well-being and progress. That’s why we
would like to use this platform to show our gratitude
for the support we’ve received, often anonymous
but always present, from all those people and
organisations related one way or another to the path
undertaken by the Foundation and which we hope
to have reflected in the publication Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà, 25 anys d’història (Fundació Crèdit Andorrà,
25 years of history), published in March 2013 as the
culmination of the celebration of our 25th anniversary.
Working together, as a team, has helped us construct
the Andorra of the future; our goal is to continue to play
our part, maintaining the projects already underway,
redesigning some aspects and content that help us all
to advance, and listening to the needs of a society that
is constantly growing, with the aim of improving day
by day. We want our work to be an accurate reflection
of the principle that has guided the Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà throughout its history: service to people.
The Foundation Board of Trustees
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At the service
of education
179 scholarships

10 years

213 people on UdA

awarded since 1988

Postgraduate
in Andorran law

courses subsidised by
the Foundation

Since it was first founded, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has always strived to play its part in improving the
country’s development. A commitment to the future that necessarily involved offering resources and tools
so that citizens, in turn, would have all the means within their reach to make this possible. That’s why one of
our fundamental aims has been to promote aid, either direct or indirect, in order to help future professionals
achieve their aspirations and reach the high level of quality in training required by the current environment.
Because we believe that the acquisition of knowledge and education increases people’s freedom and helps
them become a more complete part of society. Because the personal and professional growth of each person
enhances the improvement and overall progress of the whole community.

The professionals of tomorrow
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
Scholarships
The scholarship programme was the first initiative
promoted by the Foundation and continues to be
one of its main lines of work. It offers students from
Andorra or those living in the country the chance
to receive aid to continue their studies once they’ve
completed their basic university training, with the
aim of acquiring the best foundations for their future
professional and social development.
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46 cities where scholarship holders
have continued their studies

In 2013, apart from renewing three doctorate grants
given in previous years, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
also awarded three new scholarships, thanks to
which three young people can further their studies.

Lorena Jordana will take a Masters in International
Management at ESADE, the same centre chosen by
Oriol Giró for the double Masters in Legal Practice
and Business Law, and Aitor Fuster will study a
Masters in Management at EADA.

Jaume Casal, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Fundació Crèdit Andorrà and Josep Peralba, Chief Executive Officer of Crèdit Andorrà (right), with the
scholarship holders of 2013. From left to right: Àlex Fuster, Lorena Jordana and Oriol Giró

Fundació Crèdit Andorrà Scholarship
Holders Association
Sharing the experiences and knowledge acquired
by former holders of the Foundation’s scholarships
was one of the main goals set by the Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà Scholarship Holders Association when it
was set up in 1995.
As part of the annual meeting of the Association’s
members, former scholarship holder Albert Gomà
gave a talk, open to the public, on The modelling of
a vertical closed-loop geothermal heat exchanger at
Andorra’s glacial basin: the influence of hydro-geological
conditions, explaining the possibilities and alternatives
of geothermal applications given the impossibility of
sustaining the current energy model in the long term.

Albert Gomà
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Cooperation with the University of Andorra
In addition to direct support for education through
the scholarship programme, the Foundation also
plays an active role in other initiatives aimed at
enhancing people’s training. One of the main
initiatives comes under the agreement signed in
2004 with the University of Andorra; 213 people
benefitted from this collaboration between the two
institutions in 2013.

Higher professional studies cycle
The acquisition of new knowledge is fundamental
for both personal and social progress; that’s why we
believe that updating or improving knowledge by
means of complementary training is a fundamental
tool that should be encouraged. In this respect, in
2013 we also supported the Higher professional
studies cycle offered by the University of Andorra.
This programme, carried out throughout the
first half of the year, included seminars on a very
wide range of topics and with a diverse degree of
specialisation, making it accessible to a large number
of people.

172 participants in the Higher
professional studies cycle

Seminar participants
55 Mediation tools to improve
leadership in team management

34 General indirect taxation
12 Spreadsheet modelling as a
support tool for decision-making

14 Environmentalising the curriculum:
a proposal to incorporate sustainability
training in educational practice

35 How to prepare a property to
improve its prospects for sale or
rental. The “home staging” solution

22 Introduction to “community
managing” and online marketing. How
can I help my firm or business to sell
on the internet?
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Midwife training
Improving the training of professionals in areas of
expertise in which Andorra might be somewhat
deficient has always been one of our points of
interest. Based on this premise, the midwife training
programme has been supported by the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà for the last seven years; in 2013 two
women started their specialist training, which will
last two years.

Open opera
Along the same lines of providing our support to
constantly broaden and improve the knowledge of
individuals as aspects inherent in personal growth and
the well-being of society, once again the Foundation
sponsored the continued training course entitled Open
opera. The 2013-2014 cycle includes live recordings
of four operas performed at the Gran Teatre del
Liceu in Barcelona, as well as the chance to attend the
live performance, at the same venue, of the work Il
prigioniero / Suor Angelica by Giacomo Puccini.

Open Opera programme
49 students 2012-2013 academic year
41 students 2013-2014 academic year

Award ceremony for the 10th Postgraduate in Andorran law
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At the service
of society
1,133 L’espai
members in 2013

Concòrdia programme:

184 umbilical
cord donations

189 families have
been assisted Caritas

Food Bank

The degree of social well-being is a useful indicator to objectively quantify any society’s level of development.
As an essential part of the community, people deserve to be supported by different social actions, a commitment
which the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà has gradually broadened and consolidated over a long period of time.
As in other years, in 2013 there were three main areas of action in this field: the well-being of senior citizens,
promoting health, and support for other organisations and the initiatives carried out.

A senior force
Over the last few years, changes in lifestyle and
the advances made in preventative healthcare have
significantly improved the capacity and willingness
of those over 60 to remain active and take part in
a wide range of activities. With the commitment

The Foundation dedicates a lot of attention to senior citizens
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to accompany this group, several years ago the
Foundation set up various lines of work that come
together in the L’espai, the activity and social centre
for senior citizens.

L’espai
The Foundation originally set up the L’espai to
provide senior citizens with a suitable facility that
could be used as a place to meet up and share
experiences, as well as carry out many different
actions aimed at these people. Its large number
of users has confirmed the interest in this action,
with a group of people that have played and are
playing an active and continued part in the different
initiatives proposed by the L’espai.

8,536 members of L’espai
since it started in 1999

Nature tour and technological
workshops, novelties

Show on the occacion of Christmas’s snack with the participants of L’espai
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L’espai computer centre
Older people are increasingly interested in learning
about new technologies, especially the possibilities
they offer to socialise and enhance their leisure
activities. These particular aspects, as well as the
benefits that using new technologies can bring
in terms of stimulating the brain and preventing
some related illnesses, have led the Foundation
to constantly encourage the diversification and
broadening of the activities and workshops carried
out as part of the L’espai computer centre.
In 2013, we continued to offer computing courses
(beginners, intermediate and advanced level), as well
as more specific workshops such as those on digital
photography (basic and advanced), digital video,
desktop publishing and Facebook, as well as two new
activities: the workshop on creating blogs and the
smartphone and touchscreen tablet workshop. In
total, 19 activities were held at the L’espai computer
centre, attracting 548 users.

Computing courses

L’espai media library
To offer as diverse a range of activities as possible is
the premise underlying the actions carried out by
the Foundation at the L’espai media library. All the
initiatives have essentially been aimed at helping to
answer questions of interest to senior citizens, as well
as encouraging personal relations.
The presentation of workshops, both theoretical
and practical, organised around the Healthy Ageing
programme, was one of the main lines of work
carried out at this facility. The aim of providing
a wide range of content resulted in themes such
as eating habits (Food and pain, Foods and mood,
Textures and presentation of foods to make them more
nutritious and appealing, Osteoporosis and diet),
information on and looking after the body (What is
Alzheimer’s?, The respiratory system and how it works,
How we can look after our hands?), healthy physical
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Performance of the play ‘Ni paguem, ni pagarem’

habits (Let’s visit nature. A guided excursion through
Campeà wood, Wii console workshop) and knowing
how to tackle illness when it appears (The challenge
of the carer. Caring for people with Alzheimer’s and
other dementia).
Other courses have also continued, such as the
Catalan courses (oral and written), English (basic
and advanced) and the History of Andorra, in
addition to talks, such as General indirect taxation
(IGI) and The earth, a multicoloured planet. Other
notable activities were a magic show and drama
workshop, culminating with a performance of Ni
paguem ni pagarem (Don’t pay, won’t pay), based on
Dario Fo’s play, Non Si Paga! Non Si Paga! (We won’t
pay! We won’t pay!), performed at several venues
throughout the country.

Hiking route through Campeà wood

L’espai volunteers centre
The Senior Citizens Voluntary Association (AVIM)
continued with its commitment to solidarity and also
accompanied activities carried out at the L’espai. The
Foundation’s support of the AVIM and its initiatives
has helped the association to carry out all the acti-

vities planned under ideal conditions. Among these
activities, of particular note is the participation in
the 8th Senior Citizen Fair, where the Association
explained the interest shown and results of its actions
and altruistic work.

The Wii console workshop was one of the new activities in 2013
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585 participants on the
different courses
Written Catalan and oral Catalan course
Drama
Talks on healthy ageing
Legal talk
Andorran history
Intergenerational workshop

8th Senior Citizen Fair
The Fundació Crèdit Andorrà took part in the
2013 Senior Citizen Fair, both directly and also by
supporting and collaborating with its organisation.
In addition to presenting its own stand at the fair
to raise awareness of the initiatives its promotes,
the Foundation also provided some of the activities
organised through the L’espai, such as a talk on
Alzheimer’s and the performance of the play Ni
paguem ni pagarem, starring participants from the
drama workshop.

Wii workshop
English
Hiking excursions
Workshop on indirect general taxation
“Solar journey” workshop

548 participants on the
computing courses
Beginners
Intermediate
Advanced
Photography
Desktop publishing
Digital video
PowerPoint
Facebook
Blog creation
Smartphones
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Senior Citizen Fair

Up-to-date health
Personal and environmental factors that can affect
health, as well as a better knowledge of diseases
of great social concern, are key elements to help
improve the well-being of both people and society.
For this reason, in 2013 the Foundation’s Up-to-date
health programme was particularly noteworthy,
organising a large number of initiatives aimed at
affecting these aspects, either by holding informative
talks and specialised workshops or by supporting
other actions carried out in this area, helping them to
achieve the success they deserve.

Collaboration with the country’s
associations for the sick
The huge physical and emotional impact represented
by the appearance of an illness often leads those
affected to join together in associations to more
effectively and positively handle the consequences.
In the belief that such groups should receive effective
assistance, in 2012 the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
signed agreements with different organisations to
ensure support for their initiatives; and, in 2013,
a new agreement was signed with the Andorran
Diabetics Association to help improve the quality of
life of those affected by this illness.

Multiple sclerosis
In 2012, the Foundation entered a collaboration agreement
with the TRANA Multiple Sclerosis Association, which
resulted in two initiatives the same year.
The first, the talk Living with multiple sclerosis, in
which an elite sportsman, French rugby player David
Berty, explained his experiences. Berty, winner of the
European Rugby Cup with Stade Toulousain and five
times champion of France, highlighted the prejudices
that still exist regarding this disease and the
importance of knowing how to handle the diagnosis
in order to manage the illness effectively.
The second initiative focused on stimulation and
rehabilitation workshops, offering sufferers specialist
care from two perspectives: a neuropsychological
approach and exercises for physiotherapy and
rehabilitation.

David Berty during his talk on multiple sclerosis
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Fibromyalgia
To commemorate Fibromyalgia Awareness Day, and
in collaboration with the Association of Sufferers
from Rheumatism, Fibromyalgia and Chronic
Fatigue Syndrome (Amare), the Foundation
organised the talk New therapies in fibromyalgia: is
the growth hormone useful?, given by Doctor Guillem
Cuatrecasas. According to the speaker, counteracting
growth hormone deficiencies has achieved positive
results in reducing pain and fatigue, although there
are still a lot of questions to be answered regarding
this technique.

diagnosis, as well as the elements involved; this part
of the seminar, with the talk Celiac disease step by
step, was led by Doctor Maria Esteve. Dietician Alba
Reguant focused her talk on the disease’s effects on
performance; with the talk Gluten-free sport is possible,
she talked about the compatibility of an adapted diet,
such as the one that celiac sufferers must follow, and
physical activity in general and sport in particular.

Maria Esteve and Alba Reguant

Cancer
Guillem Cuatrecasas

Celiac disease
In 2013, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà, together with
the Andorran Celiac Disease Association, organised
an open door seminar entitled Celiac disease 360º,
with the dual aim of raising awareness in society
of the nature of this illness and on the effects it can
produce, and also contributing new knowledge to
improve the well-being of celiac sufferers.
Information was provided throughout the seminar
on the clinical features of celiac disease and on its
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Accepting living with cancer or overcoming the
consequences resulting from this illness are key
elements for sufferers to regain an overall positive
quality in this new stage in their lives. This situation
led the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà to organise two
specific initiatives in 2013 related to this disease.
To commemorate World Cancer Day, and in
collaboration with the Alba Group of the Association
of Women of Andorra, it presented the talk Life is
science and battle, given by Doctor Agustín Blanch.
The speaker focused his talk on explaining how new
breast restructuring techniques can help women who
have overcome breast cancer to regain a good quality
of life and feel happy with themselves again.

Agustín Blanch

Angelina Santolària

The second action carried out encouraged those
suffering from cancer to take part in a series of
workshops whose aim was to combat the stress and
anxiety produced by the disease, both for those affected
and the people around them. Therapist Jordi Milian
presented different techniques related to relaxation and
self-control that help to boost self-esteem and improve
mood, as well as enhancing the recovery process.

Tobacco consumption
Raising people’s awareness of the serious problem
for public health represented by the consumption of
tobacco and providing tools for smokers to give up
this habit led the Foundation, as part of the World No
Tobacco Day, to present the talk Tobacco consumption:
give up smoking and gain health, given by clinical
psychologist Angelina Santolària.
The speaker explained the main health problems
associated with tobacco consumption, which ranks
very high on the list of risk factors resulting in
disability and death. After stating that giving up
smoking is a process of change that goes through
different stages, starting with an initial personal
assessment, she also talked about therapeutic tools
and the psychological, pharmacological and combined
treatments available today to give up tobacco.

Participants in the talks and
workshops
76 Living with multiple sclerosis.
The illness experienced by an elite
sportsman

92 New therapies in fibromyalgia: is
the growth hormone useful?

70 Celiac disease 360º
20 Life is science and battle
59 Tobacco consumption: give up
smoking and gain health
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Breaking down barriers
Ensuring the actions promoted are as effective as
possible is one of the premises that have always
guided the Foundation’s work. Consequently, one
line of work that we continued to develop in 2013
was providing assistance for other initiatives and
actions carried out by different organisations,
both public and private, in those areas where the
Foundation implements its social action.

Andorra Special Olympics
As official sponsor of the Andorra Special Olympics
Federation, in 2013 the Foundation supported two
internationally renowned sporting events: the Special
Olympics World Winter Games in Pyeongchang,
South Korea, and the Gibraltar Games, held for the
twenty-fifth year. At the Special Olympics, held every
four years, two athletes from the Principality’s sports
federation took part in different alpine skiing events;
while at the Gibraltar Games thirteen young people
participated in athletics, swimming and football.
The Fundació Crèdit Andorrà sponsors the Andorra
Special Olympics with the aim of enabling social
integration through sport for those suffering from
some kind of mental disability, as well as their
participation in national and international sporting
events as a means of personal development and
achievement.

Domènec Calvet, on the left, and Enric Adran were Andorra’s representatives at the Special Olympics World Winter Games in South Korea
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Let’s nourish hope
Càritas Andorrana
The Fundació Crèdit Andorrà and Càritas Andorrana
signed a cooperation agreement to cement the
Foundation’s commitment to solidarity and help those
most in need in Andorra through the Food Bank. This
takes the form, on the one hand, of giving vouchers
to buy fresh products from supermarkets and, on the
other, supplying the most essential food, cleaning
and household items. By signing this agreement,
the Foundation has formalised a collaboration that
started in November 2011 in order to offer Càritas the
security of stable, long-lasting resources allocated to
this programme.
Throughout 2013, 410 people were assisted,
corresponding to 184 families in need.

Francesca Ros, Director of the Foundation, and Agustí Source, Chairman
of Càritas Andorrana

Social collaboration
Programme to obtain umbilical
cord donations
In 2013, the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà continued to
support the Concòrdia programme, an international
cooperation project involving the maternity units
of several autonomous communities in Spain and
Andorra, ensuring that women in regions without a
tissue bank can still donate their umbilical cords. One
year after it was started, the Programme to obtain cord
blood donations in Andorra has successfully passed its
trial period, a necessary step for the country to become
a permanent member of the Concòrdia programme.

Concòrdia programme
298 women joined
184 umbilical cords donating

The anonymous, altruistic nature of these donations,
as well as their benefits in curing serious bone marrow
diseases such as severe or chronic leukaemia, has led
the Foundation to offer total support for this initiative.
Since it was set up in September 2012, a total of 298
women have joined the programme, donating 184
umbilical cords.
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At the service
of culture
795 participants in the
new ONCA Bàsic
programme

Rosario and Carlos Bringing music to
Núnez in full swing at
the youngest, a new
the Yepes Festival

Soloist project

One of the elements that play a key role in people’s complete development is culture. A product of acquired
knowledge, lessons learned and creative work, and passed through the filter of shared experiences and
interchange, culture has a decisive influence on people’s lives. Such circumstances have always been
considered as especially significant by the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà.
As in previous years, the Foundation’s work in the area of culture has focused particularly on creativity in
music and drama, sponsoring different foundations and collaborating with other established associations. In
2013, we also offered our support for the recovery and dissemination of tangible cultural heritage.

“Our music, everyone’s heritage”
Andorran National Classical
Orchestra Foundation (ONCA)
To celebrate the twentieth anniversary of the ONCA,
the Board of Trustees of the Andorran National
Classical Orchestra Foundation, made up of the
government of Andorra and the Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà, considerably extended the activities proposed
in 2013. The Andorran National Classical Orchestra
(ONCA), Andorran National Youth Chamber Orchestra
(JONCA) and the Jonca Soloists, the three formations
supported by the Foundation ONCA, all increased their
presence on both Andorran and international stages,
always with the aim of offering a range of high quality
concerts, bringing music to citizens in general and to
young people in particular and acting as ambassadors
for Andorra abroad.
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People attending the ONCA
concerts
300 Concert de la Constitució
350 Concert de Sant Jordi
200 Concert als Jardins at the Casa
de la Vall

150 Concert de Santa Cecília

ONCA in Andorra
In its 2013 programme for Andorra, the ONCA
introduced a new cycle of chamber concerts in its
basic format in order to boost its presence in the
parishes and to bring classical music even closer to
the people of the Principality; a blend of different
music styles and a range of not always conventional
formations as a duet, quartet, quintet and sextet were
two of the key aspects of the ten concerts given by
ONCA Bàsic, including a repertoire, performed by
26 musicians, ranging from the 16th to the 20th
century. The performances took place throughout
the year at venues as diverse as the Madriu and Water
Interpretation Centre (CIAM) in Escaldes-Engordany,
the armoury and gardens of the Areny-Plandolit
House-Museum in Ordino, the Farga Rossell in La
Massana, the church of Sant Joan in Caselles, Sant Roc
square in Sant Julià de Lòria, the old Ràdio Andorra
building in Encamp, the Casa de la Vall, the church
of Santa Eulàlia in Encamp and the vestibule of the
General Council.
ONCA also performed at other venues in the
Principality. At the Congress Centre in Andorra
la Vella, as part of the Concert de la Constitució it
presented a conventional programme with classical
works from its repertoire but also included an
Andorran suite with pieces by Joan Roure, Daniel
Areny and Pere Bardagí. At the Concert de Sant Jordi,
on the same stage but accompanied by Chinese pianist

Fang Yuan who also performed a composition for solo
piano by F. Chopin, the ONCA presented the Concert
for piano no. 12 in A major by W. A. Mozart.
As part of the acts to celebrate the Day of the parish
of Escaldes-Engordany, a concert was performed
at the Prat del Roure room of the parish, entitled A
night of cinema, a co-production between the ONCA
and the Chamber Music Orchestra of Tarragona,
a formation that also took part in the concert
under the baton of Tomàs Grau; on this occasion,
participants enjoyed a journey through the repertoire
of classical music related to the world of cinema.
Once again in 2013 the ONCA also attended two
of its customary events in the Principality. For the
traditional Concert als Jardins at the Casa de la
Vall it performed The Beatles, baroque style; under
the direction of concert master Gerard Claret and
accompanied by Jordi Reguant on the harpsichord,
the orchestra presented four compositions by
Peter Breiner based on songs by the Beatles but in
baroque style. At the other event, held to celebrate
the festival day for the patron saint of music, the
ONCA and the Orchestra of the Institute of Music
of the Community of Andorra la Vella performed
at the Concert de Santa Cecília a varied, contrasting
programme with pieces written by composers from
different eras, ranging from the 18th to the 21st century.

The ONCA during ‘A night of cinema’
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The ONCA abroad
For the ninth time, the Palau de la Música Catalana
held the cycle entitled “ONCA al Palau”, where it
gave three concerts.
The Beatles, baroque style, with the same format as in
the Andorran concert, opened the cycle, followed by
ONCA and Guinjoan, under the baton of Nacho de
Paz, including two compositions by Joan Guinjoan,
among other pieces, in homage to music. In the last
concert, From Catalonia to America, the ONCA
presented to the public the version for clarinet
and orchestra of the opera by George Gershwin
Porgy and Bess, with clarinettist Michel Lethiec as
soloist, and the work Miniatures by composer Joan
Manén, whose first ever recording in the world was
performed by the ONCA fifteen years ago.
Flautist Patrícia de No and soprano Núria FarrésLlongueras, accompanied by Gerard Claret on the
violin, were the Soloists of Sant Cugat, resulting from
the cooperation agreement between the Auditorium
Theatre of Sant Cugat and the ONCA Foundation.

ONCA concert in Strasbourg
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The ONCA also gave other concerts abroad, in both
classical and chamber format, in several cities in
Spain and France.

895 participants in the ninth
cycle of concerts at the Palau de la
Música Catalana

The Andorran National Youth Chamber
Orchestra (Jonca)
As every year, the Andorran National Youth
Chamber Orchestra performed at the Concert
de Meritxell, offering a different, participatory
programme.

300 participants at the Concert
de Meritxell

Taking the audience on a journey through 300 years
of the history of western music, the Jonca performed
pieces from its usual repertoire, with the voice of
David Puertas (the proposal’s creator) as narrator.

Jonca Soloists
The Jonca Soloists have furthered their aim to be a
flexible, heterogeneous formation that serves as a
platform for young Andorran musicians. They gave
numerous concerts, both in Andorra and abroad;
particularly of note was the concert to commemorate
the 20th anniversary of the Constitution, performed
at the Palais des Académies in Brussels, as well as
their performance at the National Auditorium of
Andorra on the visit by the UN Secretary General,
Ban Ki-moon, and also the concert given at the
Palácio Foz in Lisbon, an act organised by the
Andorran Embassy.

The educational work carried out by the ONCA
Foundation is represented by its “Musical tales”
project, introducing music to primary school
children. One new addition in 2013 was the “Conte
del clarinet” (Tale of the clarinet), as well as the show
“Llum, càmera i acció!” (Lights, camera, action!) for
secondary school students, also taking this initiative
to the population at large through its family concerts.
els Concerts familiars.

Participants at the Jonca
Soloists pedagogical project
Project for school children

210 Tale of the cello
170 Tale of the clarinet
131 Tale of the violin
414 Lights, camera, action!
Project for parents and children

400 Family concerts

‘Tale of the clarinet’
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Associació Festivals d’Ordino
(Ordino Festivals Association)
The collaboration between the Community of
Ordino and the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà, by means
of the Ordino Festivals Association, essentially
takes the form of two proposals aimed at promoting
knowledge of music culture from different eras and styles
and providing the chance to attend live performances by
renowned figures in the world of music.

Concert de Cap d’Any Ordino i Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà (Ordino and Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà New Year’s Eve Concert)
The traditional Concert de Cap d’Any (New Year’s
Eve Concert), held at the National Auditorium of
Andorra, is organised every year to offer the people
of Andorra a festival of music related to many
different regions in Europe. In 2013, and for the
first time, the orchestra invited to reveal the notes
of polkas, waltzes and other dances included on the
concert’s programme was the Andorran National
Classical Orchestra, directed by Salvador Brotons
with Gerard Claret as concert master.

Festival Internacional Narciso Yepes Ordino
i Fundació Crèdit Andorrà (Narciso Yepes
Ordino and Fundació Crèdit Andorrà
International Festival)
The great interest shown in this musical event
is endorsed by its thirty-one years of existence,
organised by the Community of Ordino and the
Fundació Crèdit Andorrà every autumn. The
combination of classical and contemporary styles
adopted in the last few years by the Festival aims
to provide a broad view of music culture and a
programme of interest to all kinds of audiences.
The first event, held at the National Auditorium, was
the Nit americana (American night), with the ONCA
and clarinettist Michel Lethiec playing pieces by
George Gershwin and Leonard Bernstein. The next
was performed by the Jonca Soloists accompanied by
Oriol Vilella on the electric guitar, Santiago Pereira
on keyboards and Lluís Cartes on drums who, with
Barrockers, offered a musical interpretation from the
17th and 18th century at the church of Sant Corneli and
Sant Cebrià in Ordino. The other two concerts, also
held at the National Auditorium of Andorra, were given
by renowned Spanish artists Rosario and Carlos Núñez.

Lluís Cartes, on the drums, is one of the country’s musicians involved in the Barrockers project
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With Rosario en concierto, the singer introduced the
Andorran public to compositions from her latest
album, in a concert based on fusion and a mixture of
styles. Carlos Núñez also took advantage of Ordino’s
venue to present Discover, the last concert in a tour
that had taken him to cities all around the world.

International Narciso Yepes
Festival
261 participants American night
80 participants Barrockers
419 participants Rosario concert
444 participants Carlos Núñez concert

Carlos Núñez

Rosario
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International Organ Cycle of the
Principality of Andorra
The Fundació Crèdit Andorrà, together with
the Arch-Priesthood of Andorra, presented the
fourteenth International Organ Cycle of the
Principality of Andorra in 2013. This aim of this
cycle of concerts was to promote organ music and
raise awareness of its importance to the history of
music, as well as the wealth of historical heritage
offered by Andorra’s churches.
The cycle consisted of four concerts. In the first,
played on the baroque organ of the church of Sant
Iscle and Santa Victòria in La Massana, musician
Elena Sartori presented Espanya i Europa en el
repertori organístic antic (Spain and Europe in old
organ music), with a programme that highlighted
the relationship between Spanish and European
culture in the Renaissance and the Baroque eras.

In the second concert, Allegro, ma non troppo!,
Matteo Golizio performed several compositions
from the 18th and 19th century on the organ at the
church of Sant Esteve in Andorra la Vella, offering
an intense kaleidoscope of sonorous colours which
nevertheless also shared a balanced, formal gravity.
Also at the church of the Arch-Priesthood in Andorra
la Vella, Pierre Thimus revealed the relationship of the
influences existing between organ music composed in
France and in Belgium in the 19th and 20th century
with the concert De Lieja a París, dos segles de música
belga i francesa (From Liege to Paris, two centuries of
Belgian and French music). The fourth concert was
particularly noteworthy because of the participation
of the Andorran National Classical Orchestra in the
cycle, accompanying the organist Josep Vicent Giner.
The church of Sant Pere Màrtir in Escaldes-Engordany
was the venue for organ concerts with music by G. F.
Handel and two compositions for solo organ by J. S.
Bach and W. A. Mozart.
To strengthen this Festival’s commitment to
solidarity, the concerts also included a charitable
collection for two institutions dedicated to the social
well-being of the country’s population, Càritas
Andorrana and Andorra Special Olympics, as well as
a project of the parish church of La Massana.

550 participants at the
International Organ Cycle of the
Principality of Andorra

Josep Vicent Giner and the ONCA at the church in Escaldes-Engordany
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Let’s put Andorra on the stage
Andorran National Stage
Foundation (ENA)
Together with the government of Andorra and the
Comú (town council) of La Massana, the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà has formed part of the Andorran
National Stage Foundation (ENA) as a trustee since
the ENA was set up. This means that the Fundació
Crèdit Andorrà provides its support to promote
drama and helps to define the values to be conveyed
through this project in terms of stage expression and
representation.
In this respect, 2013 was a year of change. Together
with the ENA Foundation, the Fundació Crèdit
Andorrà aims to focus its actions on ensuring
ENA continues to encourage national theatre,
with its proposals helping to promote the values of
drama and stage arts in general as part of children’s
education in Andorra. The new aspects of this work
include the drawing up and implementation of a
pedagogical plan, as well as prioritising in-house
productions, lines of work in complete accordance
with the aim of the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà to
enhance training and education.

To put the ENA’s new approach into practice, Irina
Robles, as coordinator, has been placed in charge
of the artistic direction of the actors, together with
Roger Casamajor and Elisabeth Caubet.
The ENA Season for 2013 included three proposals,
held at the theatre of Les Fontetes in La Massana.
The first play performed was El petit príncep (The
little prince), in a dramatised version created by
the company MuDa’t, combining different artistic
genres and based on the famous story by Antoine de
Saint-Exupéry. This show, co-produced by ENA and
the ONCA, was staged on two occasions in October;
however, due to its great success, it had to be shown
again in December, also with two performances.
Music, dance and drama came together in a family
show to explain the story of El petit príncep, while
also making the audience more aware of the more
subtle and essential nature of things.

‘The little prince’
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The second stage show presented was El vigilant
(The watcher) by Natacha de Pontcharra, an ENA
production directed by Ester Nadal and performed
by Isak Férriz. In the two performances, the actor’s
monologue provided the audience with insight
into the thoughts of a night watchman at a truck
park, revealing the unreal and impossible love that
is taking the protagonist to the border of reason,
breathing life into a character that is dark, doleful
and covert but also comic, poetic and touching. The
programme of performances ended with La casa
de Bernarda Alba (The house of Bernarda Alba), a
co-production by Andandara and ENA based on a
work by Federico García Lorca. Nine women with
huge personalities filled the stage at Les Fontetes in
a work of nuance and subtlety, brimming with force
and feeling.

Férriz in full flow in ’El vigilant’
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Participants in the 2013
ENA season
226 The little prince
204 The watcher
214 The house of Bernarda Alba

Cultural heritage
Through the exhibition Antic Egipte i teixits coptes
de Montserrat (Ancient Egypt and Coptic fabrics of
Montserrat), which could be seen at the Art Centre
of Escaldes-Engordany, almost 3,000 people enjoyed
close to sixty pieces from the Ramon Roca-Puig
collection donated to the Abbey of Montserrat in
1997. This exhibition included 37 fragments of
fabrics of great quality, as well as ointment jars,
perfume bottles, figures and other handcrafted
utensils of everyday use.
The exhibition, markedly didactic in nature,
represented the culmination of an agreement
between the Fundació Crèdit Andorrà and the Abbey
of Montserrat to restore almost a third of the 230
pieces that make up this collection.

3,000 visitors to the exhibition
‘Ancient Egypt and Coptic fabrics of
Montserrat’

Specialist Elvira D’Amicone explaining a fabric sample
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